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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is a product roadmap?
A. A backlog prioritization scheme
B. Instructions for deployment
C. A view of release candidates
D. A list of reports and screens
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A profit-seeking company intends to acquire another company for a variety of reasons,
primarily to enhance shareholder wealth.
Which THREE of the following offer the greatest potential for enhancing shareholder wealth?
A. Achieving greater cultural diversity.
B. Exploiting production synergies.
C. Acquiring Intellectual Property assets.
D. Creating new opportunities for employees.
E. Elimination of existing competition.
F. Achieving more press coverage for the company.
Answer: B,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Fill in the blank: The R80 feature ______ permits blocking specific IP addresses for a specific
time period.
A. Adaptive Threat Prevention
B. Block Port Overflow
C. Local Interface Spoofing
D. Suspicious Activity Monitoring
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Suspicious Activity Rules Solution
Suspicious Activity Rules is a utility integrated into SmartView Monitor that is used to modify
access
privileges upon detection of any suspicious network activity (for example, several attempts to
gain

unauthorized access).
The detection of suspicious activity is based on the creation of Suspicious Activity rules.
Suspicious Activity
rules are Firewall rules that enable the system administrator to instantly block suspicious
connections that are
not restricted by the currently enforced security policy. These rules, once set (usually with an
expiration date),
can be applied immediately without the need to perform an Install Policy operation
References:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two statements about this configuration are true? (Choose two.)
A. The next-hop server address must be configured to 192.168.1.1 on all spokes.
B. R1 will create a static mapping for each spoke.
C. Spoke devices will be dynamically added to the NHRP mappings.
D. The next-hop server address must be configured to 172.168.1.1 on all spokes.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
NHRP is a client/server model protocol which is defined by RFC2332. The hub is considered to
be the Next Hop Server (NHS) and the spokes are considered to be the Next Hop Client (NHC).
The hub must be configured as the next-hop server.
NHRP provides a mapping between the inside and outside address of a tunnel endpoint. These
mappings can be static or dynamic. In a dynamic scenario, a next-hop server (NHS) is used to
maintain a list of possible tunnel endpoints. Each endpoint using the NHS registers its own
public and private mapping with the NHS. The local mapping of the NHS must always be static.
It is important to note that the branch points to the inside or protected address of the NHS
server. This scenario is an example of dynamic mappings.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/solutions/Enterprise/WAN_and_MAN/DMVPDG/DMVPN
_2_ Phase2.html
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